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2	  Humphrey	  waits	  to	  be	  discovered	  by	  Sam	  



TAGLINE 
Mystery and revenge served doggie style 
She has a way with dogs 

LOGLINE  
When actress/dog walker Samantha Marlow takes on a dog-napping case  
that involves her partner getting shot, she must out-wit murderous Goths, a  
devilish Dominatrix, crooked cops, and a handsome, lying Doctor, in order  
to save a precious Maltese and still make it to her next audition in time. 

Sam	  (Angela	  Landis)	  gives	  Edward	  (Josh	  Randall)	  her	  business	  card	  
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SHORT SYNOPSIS 
SAMANTHA MARLOWE, actress/dog- 
walker, is struggling to make rent.  
Opportunity knocks in the form of a  
handsome doctor, EDWARD PIERCE, who  
needs care for his aunt’s Maltese,  
Humphrey. 

But Edward isn’t who he claims to be – and  
Sam has to solve the mystery of why THE  
MISTRESS – a sexy and scary dominatrix - wants to hurt this little Maltese, all  
the while making it to her next audition in time.  

MEDIUM SYNOPSIS 
SAMANTHA MARLOWE, actress/dog-walker, is struggling to make rent. Opportunity  
knocks in the form of a handsome doctor, EDWARD PIERCE, who needs care for his  
aunt’s Maltese, Humphrey.   

But Edward isn’t who he claims to be – as Sam finds out when she gets trailed by cronies 
of THE MISTRESS, a sexy and scary dominatrix looking for Humphrey. Sam’s business 
partner gets shot, her home gets broken into, and she falls in love with a sweet little  
Maltese whose life is in danger.  

Sam has to solve the mystery of who wants to hurt this little Maltese and why, all the 
while making it to her commercial callback, giving the GOTH KIDS and a scary GOTH MAN  
the slip, and making her starring performance in the under-attended but critically acclaimed  
play – The Dark and Bloody Love Bath. 

While Sam and Humphrey are both pawns in a game of petty revenge, Sam ultimately  
returns Humphrey safe to his owner, realizing that real love is a dog’s love.  
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Sam	  (Angela	  Landis)	  tells	  Crow	  (Ian	  Watson)	  she’s	  done	  playing	  games	  



LONG SYNOPSIS 
SAMANTHA MARLOWE, actress/dog-walker, is struggling to make rent. Opportunity knocks in  
the form of a handsome doctor, EDWARD PIERCE, who needs care for his aunt’s Maltese,  
Humphrey.   

Sam however, has an audition, and her business partner, FELICIA is only too happy to go with  
the charming doctor – only to have him vanish along with the dog while his “aunt” (AGNES) fires  
a gun at her. “Edward Pierce” doesn’t exist, and the handsome doctor using this phony alias has  
brought them in to take the fall for the dog-napping of a very valuable Maltese. 

Sam returns home to find the stolen dog, HUMPHREY, with a note attached to his neck saying  
his life is in danger.  When a scary GOTH MAN breaks in and tries to steal the dog, Sam gets the  
jump on him and escapes.   Sam takes Humphrey to hide out in the home of one of her  
Hollywood Hills’ clients (FAYE) – only to coincidentally discover “Dr. Edward Pierce” there. He is 
a sought after plastic surgeon who begs innocence and promises he will make things right.   

The Goth Man, meanwhile, is punished for his failure by THE MISTRESS, a scary and sexy  
dominatrix. Her plans for world dominance have been stolen, and she has received an  
anonymous message that those plans have been implanted in the dog. She needs that dog.  And 
she needs the dog walker! 

After being threatened by a DETECTIVE, who was investigating the “aunt” who shot Felicia, and  
being held at knife-point by a posse of GOTH KIDS who follow her to her callback, Sam finally  
makes it to the play she is starring in that night: – The Dark Bloody Love Bath – unaware that she is 
being trailed… 

Sam goes to visit Edward that night and sparks fly - but just as they start to “get it on” they are  
interrupted by The Mistress and her Goth kids, who bound and gag them.  The Mistress turns out 
to be Edward’s ex-wife, and Humphrey was once their dog. Edward has stolen plans from The  
Mistress and told her they were in the dog. Sam now recognizes that both she and Humphrey  
are both pawns in a game of petty revenge. 

Sam returns Humphrey safe to his owner and gets the role she was up for, but realizes ultimately 
that real love is a dog’s love.  
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DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT 
Expression isn’t free. It’s a fight, from inception. But it is life itself and worth 
everything. As the writer-director, everything I have to express about this movie 
should be on the screen.  If it isn’t, words here won’t help clarify that.  But if it is 
there, it could not be so but for the incredible work of the producers, the crew, the 
director of photography, the editor, and the cast. So I just want to express my 
gratitude for the incredible honor of working with such people.  Oh, and I guess I’d 
like to say this about the hustle: This movie is a comedy, but it’s heart is a dark one 
that beats with a pulse of all of us deferred dreamers who cry so to hear our own 
voice.   
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Laura	  Lee	  Bahr	  on	  the	  set	  of	  BONED	  



What was your inspiration for the film? 
I love classic noir movies and classic Hollywood; my heroes are the scores of immensely  
talented artists/actors/writers who may never get their "big break" but never give up on their art. I  
wanted to tell a story about where the detective character is a hustling actor; and what if the  
Maltese Falcon were an actual Maltese? - Laura Lee Bahr 

How did you get your film off the ground? What was the process of getting it made? 
Well.... getting a movie off the ground is one of those things, in my experience, that there is not a  
"how-to".  You make a plan, you abandon that plan for a different plan, you beg, borrow, steal, beg 
beg beg and beg some more.  We were blessed to come together as a team around this project 
and people were passionate enough about the project to donate services or work for bargain- 
basement rates. We had a very aggressive shooting schedule and we had to run a tight tight tight  
little ship to get ourselves across the ocean. It has been a team effort.  - Laura Lee Bahr 

What is your favorite scene in the film?  
Where the music cue for "We Flew" begins and where Sam decides to give up the dream of  
Hollywood for the dream of  
love. - Laura Lee Bahr 

What was the hardest thing to  
cut from the film? 
There is a great scene where 
the Goth kids are in Sam's car 
on the way to callback and she 
makes them help her memorize 
lines for an audition the next  
day... I love that scene.  
- Laura Lee Bahr  
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Laura	  Lee	  Bahr/Director,	  Ray	  Gaona/Sound	  and	  Royce	  Allen	  Dudley/Cinematographer	  



What was the most difficult scene to shoot? 
That stuck in traffic scene (the scene we  
ended up cutting was a larger part of that 
scene)  It was so hot that day, it was such a  
long scene, and I had awakened that morning  
with this terrible cold that made it really hurt  
to talk.  Maybe it makes sense that being  
stuck in traffic, one of the most difficult things 
to deal with in LA was one of the most  
difficult things to shoot. - Laura Lee Bahr 

The film portrays a lot of the 'dirty side' of Hollywood, what personal experience did you draw 
from to shed light on this side of the industry?  
Oh, I moved here with the same story bus loads of people have had since Hollywood began. I  
came here as a young woman, determined to make it big as an actor. I have a million stories, as  
I'm sure every actor/writer/director you throw a rock at has, about this crazy industry.  When you  
are dealing in dreams, you are gonna be wrestling with nightmares. A fraction of those  
experiences inspired scenes in the movie. - Laura Lee Bahr 

Describe the casting process? 
I saw so many talented actors, and it made me love actors all the more.  Every day there are so 
many amazing people out there with such skill and craft putting their time, energy, and hearts on 
the line.  We saw people who came in costume: full nurses uniforms, crazy goth gear, and my oh  
my we saw some hot dominatrixes! - Laura Lee Bahr 
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Laura	  Lee	  Bahr,	  Alexa	  Shackleford,	  Caroline	  Maxwell	  and	  crew	  



What was it like starring in and producing  
the movie at the same time? 
It was actually easier than I thought it would 
be. I knew going in that if we assembled a  
strong team, that I wouldn’t have too many  
distracting responsibilities on set. Though  
there was a moment, while we were in the 
middle of the big finale, where Josh and I our 
tied up and I’m screaming through my tears 
at the evil Mistress, and they had to interrupt  
the scene and untie me so I could sign a check 
for the caterer. Very surreal.” –Angela Landis 

Tell us about the four-legged star, Humphrey. 
How did you find him? 
Humphrey is one of those Cinderella stories  
about true love.  We were in pre-pre-production, 
Angela had lost a dog in a break-up and was looking for a new best friend. So... knowing 
the chemistry she was going to need to have with her furry star, she adopted a young 
Maltese.  While Humphrey wasn't the original 'vision' of the writer/director, no one could 
deny those dreamy eyes and winsome ways.  Humphrey and Angela are still together, a 
real life happy ending.   

As the screenwriter, what is the essence of the movie to you? 
Real love is not about happy endings and romance;  love is what actors and artists fight 
to do every day in this town to follow their dreams.  And Real Love is caring for someone 
else unconditionally- if you ever doubt the existence of real love, look in the eyes of a 
dog.  - Laura Lee Bahr 

Josh	  Randall,	  Bai	  Ling	  and	  Angela	  Landis,	  behind	  the	  scenes	  
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What drew you to the story/project? 
“I love characters, and projects willing to 
take a risk. In art, sometimes we leap before 
we look, and it’s dangerous, it’s brave, and  
that journey is rewarding. But, that’s rare. 
Often in commercial art, things are too  
structured and regimented by financial and 
other restraints. So, I was inspired by  
Laura’s desire to get this film made.  It’s rare  
when someone actually gets to do the  
movie they dreamed of, and because of her  
passion, and artistic sense of humor, I  
wanted to help in anyway possible.” 
- Kirk Roos 

What was the most challenging part of 
The shoot? 
“Truly being able to adapt to the moving parts of such a low budget, because it affects  
everything from casting to locations to post-production…so when there are challenges that  
could be solved by having a little more money in the hoppers, we are forced to look for other  
solutions. And back to the moving parts…we all have other projects and what not—so it  
becomes challenging to keep the team together and focused.”  - Kirk Roos 

How did Boned originally come to life? 
“Laura and I became as thick as thieves while doing a play a few years ago. I had been  
creating web content and was itching to move into features and she was interested in  
directing. We did some readings of a few scripts and nothing was sticking, so she said she 
had an idea about a lady detective and she wanted to mold the story with me in mind, and 
Boned is the result. It was definitely an actor’s dream come true, to have someone write  
something specifically for you.” –Angela Landis 

Angela	  Landis,	  Laura	  Lee	  Bahr	  and	  Joe	  Siraki	  	  
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What is your favorite scene? 
My favorite scene...hmmm..I have a few so here 
goes...when the doctor first goes to Sam’s house, 
the interaction between the characters is 
awesome! The scene where Angela (Sam) is at the  
doctor's house at night, and is looking out to the 
City of Angels. The interaction at the botox party,  
outside where Sam & Edward kiss... Robyn's 
character and the lady on the street arguing over  
picking up dog poo ...then she rushes home and 
tries to hide, the interaction with Angela is very 
funny. – Joe Siraki  

How did you find out about the project? 
Since I have been working with Angela for many  
years, she asked me if I wanted to read her friend's (Laura's) script.  I did and I loved it, 
and after the table read, I was convinced.  Of course meeting Laura was the icing on the 
cake!!  Also, this gave me an opportunity to work with Angela, who is very talented and 
fun to work with! – Joe Siraki 

Was gender equality part of the agenda? 
Nope. The goal was to create amazing characters and the necessity was to have a tight 
crew.  While the central character of BONED is a kick-ass woman, and there are 
themes about gender and image, dreams versus the reality, our agenda was to get this 
movie made and make it the best possible product and process.   When roles could be 
either male or female, we considered both - just looking at who was best for role. And 
when it came to our crew, the same was true.  Having gender equality in terms of cast 
and crew is actually surprisingly easy to achieve, because it is a reflection of the world 
we live in. Isn't it cool when something as important as equality is actually as easy as 
just being open and hiring who is best for the job? – Laura Lee Bahr 

Joe	  Siraki,	  Kirk	  Roos	  and	  editor	  Joe	  Mikan	  



THE FILMMAKERS & KEY CAST 

LAURA LEE BAHR writer/director 
Ms. Bahr is an award-winning filmmaker and 
author. Her first short film, UltraGirl was 
produced as part of the First Look program at 
USC.  Jesus Freak, her first featured  
screenplay, opened at the LA Film Festival,  
won the Milagro Award at the Santa Fe Film 
Festival as well as being an audience favorite 
at the inaugural Tallgrass Film Festival and 
the IFP Central Standard Film festival.  It is  
currently being distributed by Cinetic. The Little  
Death, her second feature, was the closing night 
gala event at the Atlanta Film Festival as well as 
being an official selection of the Cakalacky Film  
Festival, the Temecula Valley International Film and 
Music Festival, the American Artist Film Festival, the  
closing night gala at the Tallgrass Film Festival, the 
winner of a Special Jury Prize at the Lake Forest Film Festival, and the winner of best 
actress and best screenplay at the VisionFest Tribeca, NYC.    

Bahr has directed the hit play Posing Strap Pirates,  and The Minister's Black Veil  
at Eclectic Company Theatre (where she is also a member of the Board of  
Directors).  Bahr has had short stories published in the anthologies: In Heaven,  
Everything is Fine (Erasherhead Press), Demons (winner of The Bram Stoker  
Award for Best Anthology) and Psychos (both published by Black Dog & Levinthal)  
and the upcoming anthology Explosions: Stories of our Landmined World. Her  
debut novel, Haunt, won the Wonderland Book Award for Novel of the Year. 
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ANGELA LANDIS producer/samantha 
Angela’s acting credits include Anger Management, 
Grey’s Anatomy, Bicentennial Man, ER,   
Nick Swarsdon’s Pretend Time, The End of Steve (a  
Showtime Pilot) and Passions. She has also 
performed with numerous theaters on the west coast, 
and can be seen in various commercials. 

As a writer and producer, her first web series  
Misadventures In Matchmaking, earned her a Best  
Comedy Writer award at the StayTunedTV Awards. 
She won Best Comedy Actress for playing all three 
Kartashian sisters in her web series Keeping Up  
With The Kartrashians, which also won best  
Web Series at New York International Film  
Festival and audience choice at IFQ Fest. Her latest  
series Jacko’s Wild Ride, has earned multiple nominations at ITVFest and StayTunedTV. 
She has also directed several short films, including Like Share Inc and Unrequited. 
Collectively, her web series have reached over a million viewers online and earned her 
acceptance into the Television Academy of Arts & Sciences.  www.angelalandis.com 
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JOSEPH SIRAKI producer  
Mr. Siraki currently works at Max Post, a  
subsidiary of Original Productions. He has worked 
on Emmy winning shows such as Ice Road  
Truckers, Deadliest Catch and Storage Wars, as  
well as many other shows that can be seen on 
National Geographic, Discovery and Spike TV.  He 
has also been a Post Production Supervisor for  
Comedy Central, Warner Brothers, Disney and  
HBO working on projects such as Steve Harvey’s  
Big Time, Crossballs, Flubber and the First Looks 
for Con Air and Men In Black. He was Post 
Production Coordinator for Two Days In The Valley  
and the Steven Spielberg Tribute for Amblin  
Entertainment. He has also worked as an editor for 
CBS, NBC and Comedy Central.  
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KIRK ROOS producer 
Kirk is known for creating edgy and cool  
indie films and TV with unique voices, and  
extraordinary people. His wealth and  
diversity of experiences sets Kirk aside in the 
industry. From co-founding film finance  
company, Northern Lights Films, to writing  
features, commercials, and a range of consulting 
gigs, to directing documentaries, traveling the 
world, Kirk has a rare blend of talents and 
disciplines. He is creative, and business-minded, 
and has a flair for innovation, and an earnest and 
fun leadership style. 

Kirk recently produced A Better You, (Brian Huskey,  
Horatio Sanz), which premiered at Santa Barbara Film  
Festival, his second collaboration with actor/director,  
Matt Walsh, co-founder of the Upright Citizen’s Brigade, 
and Magnolia Picture’s The Brass Teapot, which premiered at Toronto Film Festival, directed by  
Ramaa Moseley. He also recently co-wrote and produced, Painkillers, (starring Colm  
Feore). Prior, Roos produced Millennium’s High Road also directed by Walsh, (starring Rob  
Riggle, Dylan O’Brien, Ed Helms, and Lizzy Caplan), and he directed American Herro (PBS),  
which premiered at the Kennedy Center in D.C. He also produced TV series’ Indian Pride (PBS),  
and Rediscover The Corps. Kirk is currently filming the feature 1,001 Nights, and Boned,  
(starring Bai Ling), plus documentary, Gold Blooded, (with Dakota Fred from Discovery’s Gold  
Rush).  

Kirk values his unique life and biz experiences, which have taken him from Iraq to China, Alaska  
to Europe and most of North America. He loves meeting creative people with a passion for  
sharing amazing stories. Roos studied theatre in college, in his hometown of Minot, ND, and  
started out his career in acting, and still occasionally enjoys acting and guest speaking. He  
received his master’s degree in business, and currently runs his production company, Badlands 
Features, in Los Angeles, CA. 
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BAI	  LING	  the	  mistress/exec	  producer	  
Bai Ling, recognized for unbridled freedom and creativity, 
has become undoubtedly one of the world’s most diverse  
and captivating actresses.  

Born in the southern city Cheng Du of China, Bai Ling  
began her career at the age of 14. She enlisted In the  
Chinese People’s Liberation Army where she spent three 
years in a performance troop entertaining soldiers  
stationed in Tibet.  

Bai Ling first gained the attention of audiences and critics 
alike when she won the coveted lead role opposite 
Richard Gere in Jon Avnet’s Red Corner. She received 
numerous accolades including the prestigious 
Breakthrough Performance Award from the National 
Board of Review. She also garnered the Discovery Star 
awarded by the Hollywood Women’s Press Club for their Golden Apple Awards.  

Bai Ling has worked with prestigious filmmakers such as: Oliver Stone in Nixon, George Lucas in Star 
Wars III, Will Smith in Wild Wild West, Spike Lee in She Hates Me, Jodie Foster in Anna the King, Ang  
Lee in the Wedding Banquet, Alex Proya in The Crow, Angelina Jolie in Sky Captain World of Tomorrow, 
Luc Besson’s in the French film Taxi 3, Richard Kelly in Southland Tales which was in competition at  
Cannes, Helen Mirren and Joe Pesci in Love Ranch, Jason Statham in Crank 2. TV credits include the  
sexy, mysterious Achara in the hit TV series Lost,  and roles on Entourage and Hawaii 5-0. 

Bai has also starred in Terrence Malik’s Broadway show Sansho the Bailiff.  

Bai Ling was awarded the Asian Oscar for her daring, brilliant performance in her first Hong Kong film  
Dumplings. Her performance also earned her three additional major awards in the Far East.  

Bai Ling was voted one of the 50 most beautiful people in the world by People magazine, and received 
the Spirit Diversity Award by The Hollywood Motion Picture Association.  

She has also been Executive Producing lately, including the movie Shanghai Baby, and Boned. 

To speak of, she was the first Asian women to ever be on the cover of the “Playboy” magazine. 

Most recently she stars in a mainland China film called Lord of Shanghai, where she played the lead  
character from the age of 28 year old to almost 80 years old, and a complete 30 episode TV series in  
China called Changing Face. 16	  



JOSH RANDALL dr edward pierce 
Born and raised in Pacific Grove, California, Josh was 
a stand-out basketball player recruited by UC Davis,  
and later San Francisco State University, to play on 
their collegiate teams. However in lieu of playing his 
fourth and final season, he accepted a role in  
fellow writing student Prince Gomovilas’ play Sound 
Barriers and his love of acting took hold. After  
graduating with a B.A. in English Literature and  
Creative Writing from San Francisco State, Josh 
continued to pursue theatre in the Bay area 
performing in plays throughout the Bay Area, most 
often as a member of the Equinox Theater Company. 

Soon after moving to Los Angeles, Josh starred in a  
production of Barefoot in the Park at the Tamarind 
Theatre and then landed the role of ‘Dr. Mike Burton’ 
in the long running, Emmy nominated NBC series Ed. 
Some memorable guest appearances and arcs on popular shows include Lost, Pushing 
Daisies, Scrubs, Grimm, CSI, Grey’s Anatomy, Criminal Minds, Greek, Men in Trees,  
Masters of Sex, and currently TNT’s Legends. He also starred opposite Jenna Elfman as  
a series lead in the CBS comedy Courting Alex.   

Film credits include Last Time I Committed Suicide, Somebody is Waiting with Gabriel 
Byrne, and recent indies Timber Falls, A Good Funeral with Agnes Bruckner, One of Our  
Own and The Bad Penny.  

Josh has continued his love of theatre by doing plays in Los Angeles whenever he 
can, including My Thing of Love with the Syzygy Theatre Group, Just War at the 
Kirk Douglas Theatre for Center Theatre Group and most recently, the critically lauded 
Dusk Rings a Bell at The Blank Theatre. 
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ROBYN COHEN  felicia 
Robyn Cohen is currently recurring on the multi-cam comedy hit  
CRISTELA on ABC. She plays Wendy, a socially connected Mom  
who's the kind of minor power broker whom no one wants to offend.... 

Robyn is best known for playing opposite Bill Murray in Wes  
Anderson's critically acclaimed, THE LIFE AQUATIC WITH STEVE  
ZISSOU.  Robyn plays Anne Marie Sakowitz, "the sun bathing script 
supervisor," who is often seen working her tan (European style) and 
giving Captain Zissou (Bill Murray) caustic orders. Robyn will soon be 
seen in the James Franco directed film, BUKOWSKI. Set in 1943, she 
plays a high school teacher hell bent on providing her students with 
a real education amidst their adolescent resistance. Coming to 
theaters this fall, Robyn co-stars in the Adam Carolla/Kevin Hench 
film, ROAD HARD. In this uproarious comedy she plays Natalie, the 
tough-loving hotel desk clerk who has a slew of unwanted advice for  
the overwrought Carolla. The cast is rounded out by comedic greats  
David Koechner, David Alan Grier, Larry Miller, and Howie Mandel  
among others. 

Prior to that, she played a pivotal role in the screen adaptation of 
THE CELESTINE PROPHECY opposite Matthew Settle and Hector  
Elizondo. In this best seller turned film classic, she takes on the role 
of an impassioned journalist who provides key guidance to her cohorts as they set out to change the world. 

Robyn also co-stars in Franco's film GOOD TIME MAX where she plays James's sister-in-law who is repelled by her 
brother-in-law's disgusting behavior. She again plays opposite Franco in his indie comedy FOOLS GOLD, as the would-
be daughter of Steven Spielberg who's struggling to make it in Hollywood while surrounded by cloying, hooligan 
actors. 

In Television, Robyn was recently a series lead on the T.V. dramedy GRAVITY for starz network. Created by Eric 
Schaeffer, this single camera innovation garnered critical acclaim for it's uniquely drawn characters who, after 
making unsuccessful suicide attempts, come to know each other through group therapy. Robyn plays a Stepford wife 
masking untapped pain who's more comfortable connecting with small animals (including the mice in her kitchen) 
than to people. The cast includes Ving Rames, Krysten Ritter, Ivan Sergei, and Rachel Hunter.  

Robyn was a series lead on the pilot comedy THAT GUY for FOX network directed by Betty Thomas, and in this single 
camera romp plays a controlling wife aiming to stop her husband from having a bro-mance. She recurred for the 
entire season of STARVED on FX and in this serio-comic delight we follow the cast of characters as they struggle to 
get a handle on their eating disorders. Robyn plays an overly dedicated Vegan Yoga instructor who doesn't QUITE 
practice what she preaches. 

Prior to that, Ms. Cohen had a recurring arc on the NBC television series LAX starring Heather Lochlear and Blair 
Underwood where she played a quirky flight attendant fervently opposed to her passengers breaking the rules. 
She has done numerous other guest spots for NBC, CBS, and ABC playing lawyers, politicians, happy and unhappy 
housewives, seminar leaders, and bereft Mothers... 
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SCREEN CREDITS 

 Samantha Marlowe 
Male Dog Walker 

Edward Pierce    
                                     Crow   
                          Young Man    

                                            Nina    
Acting Class Students 

ANGELA LANDIS 
JOHN SKIPP 
JOSH RANDALL 
IAN WATSON 
CHRIS EVANS 
JOMARIE WARD 
JANE KIM                                                    
NICOLAS FRANTELA                                                               
EDWARD ALVARADO                                                             
ALESHYA UTHAPPA                                                                         
CHRISTOPHER COSTANZO                                                          
EMILY NEWSOME  

Written & Directed by  

                        Produced by 

Produced by 

Produced by 

Executive Producer 

                   Co-Producer 

Co-Producers     
   

LAURA LEE BAHR 

ANGELA LANDIS 
UNCLE JOHN PRODUCTIONS 

KIRK ROOS 
BADLANDS FEATURES 

JOSEPH SIRAKI 
CREATIVE SEARCHLIGHT 

BAI LING 

ROBYN COHEN 

ROYCE ALLEN DUDLEY 
LIZBETH CHAPPELL 
WE MAKE MOVIES 

Cast (in order of appearance)	  
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The Nurse 
                         Other Patient  

Felicia 
              Ornery Lady 

Julian 
The Casting Associate  

Auditioning Actors  

The Director 
Agnes    

                           Sebastian  
Faye 

Botox Party Guests 

Grey             
 The Mistress  

Damien 
Cave Dwellers 

The Detective 
Dark Bloody Love Bath Players 

Dark Bloody Love Bath Audience 

DEITRA LEAK 
WILLIAM THOMAS JONES   
ROBYN COHEN 
JEN RAY 
CHRIS MOLLICA 
TAYLOR HOOK 
DANIEL PITTACK                                                     
KATE HAMILTON 
PERRY D’MARCO 
CASEY KRAMER 
CRAIG GELLIS 
DEANNA LUND                                 
“COUSIN” JIM MITCHELL                                                      
VIVIAN ROBERTS                                                           
HEATHER LEMBCKE                                              
JENIK TEYMOORIAN 
RYAN SIEBRASSE                                               
GOLDEN LILY    
STEFAN SINGH           
BAI LING 
CHRISTOPHER PARK 
ALEXA SHACKLEFORD 
ANDRA EISEN 
COURTNEY SUTTON 
CAROLINE MAXWELL 
MIKAELA RUNYAN 
BRUNO OLIVER 
ROBIN PARENT 
SASHA SNOW 
GLORIA GALVAN 
BRETT GUSTAFSON 
ADAM NEUBAUER 
GREG KACZYNSKI 
EZRA WERB 
VALENTINA VEE 
ERIC SIEGEL 
MICHELLE GARRISON 
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The AD 
Humphrey 

Adorable Dogs 

Cinematography by 
1st AC 

2nd Unit Assistant Camera 
Gaffer 
Grips 

Red DIT 
Editing by                               

Assistant Editor 
       Supervising Colorist    

Colorist                                
Titles/Credits 

Composer                                      
Additional Music by  

Production Sound Mixer 
Supervising Sound Editor 

Music Editor    
             Production Design by 

           Production Design Team 

Costume Designer                                            

REBECCA ROBERTS 
HUMPHREY 
TETLEY 
WIGGAM 
MACHU PICHU 
SALEM 
SCOOBY 
TEHECHE 
SADIE 
ERNIE 
BRUNO 

ROYCE ALLEN DUDLEY 
ANDY HYUNH 
VALENTINA VEE                                                                   
FRANCISCO ESPARZA 
ALLISON K. MURPHY 
JOSELUIS ROMERO 
JACK BEYER 
JOE MIKAN 
TREVIS LOOSBROCK 
STEVEN CABALLERO 
NANDO MARTINEZ 
PAUL BOTTICELLI 
JOE KRAEMER 
JEREMY BROOMFIELD 
RAY GAONA 
JULIA OWEN  
JOE MIKAN 
JUSTIN PATTEN 
RYAN SIEBRASSE 
COURTNEY SUTTON 
CAROLINE MAXWELL 
EDITH RAYA 
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No animals were harmed in the making of this movie 

Original Artwork by Caroline Maxwell & Mikaela Z. Runyan 

Music 
“Conspiracy To Keep Us Apart” 

from the album Bonfires Are Burning Again, 2011 
Written and Performed by Jeremy Broomfield 

Courtesy of the Artist  

“We Flew” 
from the album Bonfires Are Burning Again, 2011 

 Written and Performed by Jeremy Broomfield 
Courtesy of the Artist 

“Fairway Stomp” 
from the album Bonfires Are Burning Again, 2011 

Written and Performed by Jeremy Broomfield 
Courtesy of the Artist  

“Too Late” 
From the album Hellish Freezers, 2012  

Written and Performed by GS 
Courtesy of Grant Wamack 

               Key Make Up & Hair 
Additional Make Up & Hair 

               UPM/Line Producer 
                Production Coordinators  

Script Supervisor 
                                           1ST AD 

2nd AD 
                     Assistant to Ms. Bahr 

Associate Producer 
             Production Assistant 

Casting Assistant 
             Production Accountant 

Catering 
 Production Attorneys  

Photographers 

KAREN HUITSING 
ARPA EIVAZI 
JENIK TEYMOORIAN 
LIZBETH CHAPPELL 
REBECCA ROBERTS 
SILVIA EPURE 
ALEXA SHACKLEFORD 
VALENTINA VEE 
DAVID MCCULLOUGH 
MIKAELA RUNYAN 
ANDRA EISEN 
NATASHA TROOP 
DIANE MUSSELMAN 
MARNIE OLSON 
CAMILLE’S CATERING 
YVETTE THOMMASSIAN 
RACHEL TAN 
HENNING FISCHER                                         
KENNETH MOORE 
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Very Special Thanks to 
 Rosemary Bahr, Eric Siegel, The Siraki Family, Bill Koenig, Michael Alden Lloyd, 

Ezra Werb, Daniel Wickenheiser, Thom Beers, Darla Marasco, 
Max Post, Amygdala Music & Original Productions   

Special Thanks to 

Adam Douglas 
Adam Flacks 

Adin Adamian 
Allenby Ara 

Amanda Korpitz 
Anashe Admean 
Andrea Valverde 
Andrew Gettins 
Andy Kaufman 

Anthony Nagatani 

Dean Fronk 
Dean White 

Debra Mategrano 
Debra Yerman 

Diana Mategrano 
Donald Pemrick 

Dru Mouser 
Dustin Runyan 

Eric Michael Kochmer 
Erick Fefferman 

Lernmond Khodaverdy 
Lorenzo Yzaguirre 
Mark Buntzman 

Marty Yu 
Matt Toungate 

Michael Tubman 
Mishel Cali 
Naomi Olm 

Natasha Levinger 
Nicole Whitlock-Liberty 

“Plunkadunk” 
from the album Bonfires Are Burning Again, 2011 

Written and Performed by Jeremy Broomfield 
Courtesy of the Artist  

“Fever Of Angels” 
from the album Bonfires Are Burning Again, 2011 

 Written and Performed by Jeremy Broomfield 
Courtesy of the Artist 

“Expiate” 
from the album Space Sister, 2012 

 Written and Performed by Marc Levinthal 
Courtesy of Schmemtone  

“Desert Key” 
from the album Space Sister, 2012 

 Written and Performed by Marc Levinthal 
Courtesy of Schmemtone  

“Rainy Day Ride” 
2014 

 Written and Performed by Marc Levinthal 
Courtesy of Schmemtone  

“Nel Cor Piu Non Mi Sento” 
 Written by Giovanni Paisiello 

Performed by Laura Lee Bahr, vocals 
Eloy Sherlock, piano  
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In memory of Skippy 1997-2014 

Areg Mirzakanian 
Arianne Fraser 
Arin Aghajani 

Armina Gharpetian 
Bill Harvanek 
Brijit Griffith 
Brock Carter 

Bryn Roos  
Carl Sabatino  

Caroline Teymoorian 
Carolynne Dale Levine 

Cassandra Vincent 
Chris Chappell 

Christine Casaus 
Dan Adams 

Dana Amromin 
Danielle Laubach 

Daniel Wickenheiser 
Dannette Mitchell 

Darcy Shean 
Darren LaBorie 
Darren Moores 

Dave Daesh 

Evette Teymoorian      
Frank Blocker  
Gary Landis 

Hamlet Azian 
Haverj Taimorian 

Jane Hamilton 
Jasmine Sepraki 
Jeff Folschinsky 
Jen Lorentzen 

Jennifer Holloway 
Jennifer O’Kain 
Jessica Shickle 
Joanna Velarde 

Jodie Panek 
Jody Clay 
Josh Earl 

Karen Zumsteg 
Ken Nichols 

Kenneth Moore 
Kristian Admean 

Lauren MacKenzie 
Lee Bond 

Lela Meadow-Conner 

Norik Siraki  
Patrick Wynne  

Paul Tigue 
Ray Arsineh 

Reta Putignanao 
Richard Eastman 

Rob Lavin 
Romina Minassian 
Rosalee Mayeux 
Rosanna Cacace 

Sapna Gandhi 
Scott Spencer 
Selina Zakaria 
Shirley Landis 
Simin Saraei 

Steve Saunders 
Taylor Ashbrook 
Theseus Roche 

Todd Lewis 
Thomas McMahon 

Tim Sprague 
Vinh Tran 

Whit Spurgeon 
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FESTIVALS AND PRESS 

World	  Premiere	  
	  Toronto	  Independent	  Film	  Fest	  /	  September	  10,	  2015	  
	  WINNER	  Best	  Micro-‐Budget	  Feature	  

Los	  Angeles	  Premiere	  
	  Valley	  Film	  Fes\val	  /	  October	  23,	  2015	  
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Dr.	  Edward	  Pierce	  (Josh	  Randall)	  hires	  Sam	  (Angela	  Landis)	  and	  her	  partner	  to	  watch	  a	  precious	  Maltese	  dog	  

Felicia	  (Robyn	  Cohen)	  cock	  blocks	  Sam,	  by	  offering	  to	  help	  Edward	  (Josh	  Randall)	  
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Sam	  (Angela	  Landis)	  runs	  into	  her	  ex-‐husband	  Julian	  (Chris	  Mollica)	  at	  an	  audi\on	  

Felicia	  (Robyn	  Cohen)	  tells	  Sam	  (Angela	  Landis)	  about	  her	  injured	  leg	  	  
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Faye	  (Deanna	  Lund)	  invites	  Sam	  to	  a	  Botox	  Party,	  since	  her	  forehead	  isn’t	  gebng	  any	  smoother	  

The	  Goth	  Kids	  track	  down	  Sam	  (Christopher	  Park,	  Ian	  Watson,	  Stefan	  Singh)	  
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The	  Mistress	  (Bai	  Ling)	  plots	  her	  revenge	  

The	  Mistress	  (Bai	  Ling)	  punishes	  Sebas\an	  for	  losing	  Sam’s	  trail	  
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Angry	  neighbor	  (Jen	  Ray)	  yells	  at	  Felicia	  (Robyn	  Cohen)	  to	  pick	  up	  her	  dog	  Sh$%@(!	  	  

A	  “Dark	  and	  Bloody	  Love	  Bath”	  performance	  (Angela	  Landis,	  Brei	  Gustafson,	  Adam	  Neubauer,	  
	  Greg	  Kaczynski,	  Robin	  Parent,	  Gloria	  Galvin,	  Sasha	  Snow),	  	  


